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The 26/11 Attacks is a 2013 Indian Hindi action thriller film directed by Ram Gopal Varma based on the 2008 Mumbai attacks. Starring Ajay
Devgan. The plot of the film revolves around a trinity of friends who were injured in the attacks and when they leave the hospital, they meet their

love. One of the most romantic films of 2014. And "The Wife" is BenoÃ®t Delepin's directorial debut. The first film with the brilliant actress
Sophie Marceau - Uwe Boll. Starring Til Schweiger and Sophie Marcel. The cast also starred Daniel Auteuil, Louis Garrel and others. Directed by
Ben Stiller. 8 Oscar nominations and 6 Golden Globe nominations. In the center of the film is a love story in which four women appear - mother,

daughter, wife and mistress. Each of them has its secrets and each binds its heroes. How will their relationship develop? Which of them will remain
faithful, and who will betray? After reading the reviews for the movie, I decided to watch it. And she didn't regret it. At first the film seemed boring
to me, then melodramatic, but in the end everything turned into an interesting, witty comedy with the participation of many famous actors. The story
begins with the moment when the employees of the head office of "Rahul Yoga" are faced with an "unpleasant" story (the terrorist attack in Mubai).
The main characters go to India to try to resolve the problem. On the spot it turned out that one of the employees has two children. Apparently, in the
future it will be the script for the second series. The film is considered the favorite of many awards, it is based on real events, a film about the terrible
and irreparable grief of people, a picture about human relationships, about the best feelings that happen in our lives. In general, you will not regret if

you watch. I would like to separately mention the music, the quality of which always corresponds to the high level of "Transformers" and "James
Bond".
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